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ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Representatives of our Firm will be on campus to interview
.tudents, Tue. Nov. 14; Wed. Nov. 15 & Thur. Nov. 16
f rom the faculties of Commerce, Science, Engineering and
Law who are interested in a professional public accounting
career.

Offices in
VANCOUVER, CALGARY, WINNIPEG, TORONTO & MONTREAL

Further information and arrangements for interviews available
through the Student Placement Office.

r CUT THIS OUT

rTREND SETTERS HAIRSTYLISTS

SPECIALIZING in SHAPING

J DESIGN, BODY WAVE, for

MEN & WOMEN.

CALL 434-8781 for appointmnent

(coupon worth $1.00 upon presentation>

CUT THIS OUT

" JET SETTER HAIR DRYER
dries and styleS your hair
$9.95

" BENYLIN DM COUGH SYRUP
for effective relief of coughs due to colds
8 oz. size $ 2.63

WE ALSO CARRY A COMPLETE LINE 0F EYE DROPS
AND CONTACT LENSE CARE SOLUTIONS.

STORES Coor Blck & White

11712-87Ave. 433-6636
Conveniently Iocated near campus

STORE HOURS 9 AM TO 9 PM MONDAY - SATURDAV
- 12 PM TO 4 PM HOLIDAVS

PARI-TIME
EMPLOYMENT

REPRESENTATIVES REQUIRED

by

SECOND LOOK PROJEOT

COMMISSION PAYMENT

CONTACT:

STUDENT UNION RECEPTIONIST DESK

2 nd floor SUB 432-3117
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In the Iast edition of the Gateway, E. E. Daniel; pro fessor of pharmacology, arguedin head on that "there is clearly no reason for con tinuing to make the possession and use
of marijuana illegal." Today, K. A. Yonge, pro fessor of psychiatry, responds that he ht7s
'corne to consider the non-medical use of dru gs, including cannabis, a serious impediment to

personality maturation and deve/opment."

by K.A. Younge, M.D.

on

What needs to bc donc to restrain the
non-medical use of drugs depends on how
scrious a problem it really is- how harmful
any of the drugs involvcd prove to be. And
that is still much in dispute.

The dispute is flot so much because
there is flot enoughi scientifically reliable
knowledge, but rather that reasoned
deducations from observable facts about the
central issues have been confused by a welter
of more trivial experimental data and opinion
on peripheral factors. The peripheral factors
studied have been those more readily
measu rable - neuro-muscular coordination,
reflex reactivi ty, memory-recal I of slected
i n f ormation, particular di mensions of
v isual-perception, and structural changes in
brain tissue. Recause these have been more
readily testable in a laboratory they have been
put forward and accepted as of the essence of
scientific investigation. But i mpeccable
laboratory technique is no proper substitute in
science for comprehensive analytical reasoning
on reliable data from any source. Focusing
attention only on these perîpheral data in
appraising drug effeets puts the issue out of
perspective.

The central and crucial question has
to do with the effects of the drugs on
c o mplex mental/cerebral processes of
awareness, perception, emotion, reasoning and
a t ti t u d e. This is not the field of
ph armacology . I t is t he field of
psychopathology. This knowledge of drug
effects comes necessarily from the study of
subjective experience, from the study of what
u sers have reported of their drug-induced
experiences. By now that amounts to a vast
collection of relevant data. Allowing for the
fallibility of subjective reporting, and for the
uncertainties of the composition of "street
drugs'', a reliable consensus has been
determined and can be related to known
Neuro-physiological activity of the brain.

T here is no reasonable doubt, in
psychopathology, that aIl the drugs in question
alter, in some way, the state of awareness,
perception, emotion, and reasoning. But in
what ways? Then the crucial question is - are
these effects lastingly harmful in arry way?

Brain function is based on series of
neural circuits with synaptic connections. The
mental aspect of b ra in p rocesses,
correspondingly, depend on the efficiency and
integrity of these connections. in the normal
well integrated state, perception of the
environment is reliable (though not absolutely
so), emotion is appropriately associated with
the given circumstances, and reasoning, relevant
to the informational input, follows an orderly
course. Thus mentation proceeds with a
dependable regularity, systematic order and
global integration.

Mental disorder occurs when the brain
circuitry evidently becomes disrupted, cither in
any of- its particular functions, or more
generalry. Then perception may be dîstorted,
emotional experience and expression

inappropriate, o r reasoning illogical or
irrational.

AIl psychotropic drugs - and this goeî
for ail the "street drugs", including cannabis,

disorganize the mental processes of the brain
in some of its functions, as if by dusjunction
of the normal flow and routîng of nleurai
impulses through the brain circuits. Although
each type of drug tends to act somewhat
selectively on one brain function or another,
for example, one more on visual perception
another more on mood, and so on, most
drugs affect more of these functions thian one.
The''psychedelic'' drugs, better callcd
illusinogenic, act markedly on the perceptuai
processes though not with aIl subjeets); otherîl
act more on the affective processes to alterj
mood The distortion of reasoning frequenty~
turns towards distrust and suspiciousness, even
to the point of paranoia.

Ail of these alterations are of h
same order, though not necessarily to th(
same degree, as psychotic disorder- an(
p re s um abl1y t h ro ugh t he samn
neuro-physiological processes. A drug "high" j
essentially a psychosis- a toxic Psychiosis
however pleasant, or however transitory il ma
be.

If the brain changes arce mci
transi tory, leaving no trace of structural
damage to the brain substance - and theciý
no conclusive experimental evidence of tlis
thenl we might dismiss as inconsequentiavl tht
habit of the non-medical use of drugs.

But there is a further consideration v
much greater importance. The brain stores ai
its iniput, its perceptual and conceptual input
what iS senses and feels and the ideas tlha
occur to it. And these memories lie by nl
means dormant; particularly active arc th,
more i mpressîve "bits". The integrity o
personality, 

emotional 
stability, habits oi"philosophy of life" are hable to be affecteby these experiences persisting in rnemory.

Drug-induced experiences, particulari
wi th "psychedelic" drugs, are oftcn highlý
impressive and thereby are most hiable tu
influence the psychological patterning. It iý
important, then, to recognize the quality ol
such impressions.

From our presenit knowledge of ho
the brain works, it is postulated tha
psychedelic drugs, as it is with the endogenou
biochemical aberrations in schizoplireni
psychoses, serve to divert the brain to it
more primitive action (in an evolutionary
sense) - in a mental sense, to its prelogicai,
chaotic state, in which thinking is more
romantic than realistîc and in which
sensory-perceptual impressions predominate ove
Ingical deliberation.

Unlike normal nocturnal dreami,
which are evidently manifestations of such
pre-logical, primitive state of brain activity,
these drug- induced experiences are not ai
readily distinguished from reality. lnstead they
are hiable to be mistaken for an entree to a
fuller, more diversified experience of life. Thi
primitivisation and chaos in this state of mind
is hiable to be regarded as progress rather than
regress. And it may lead to adoptingà
correspondingly chaotic or nihilistic philsophy
of life - a fitting ideational pathway to the
* apathetic syndrome'" mentioned in die
preceeding article by Dr. Daniels.

With the understanding of these
psychological consequences of drug.induced,
primitivised experiences, it could be predicted
that the substantial use of any illusinogenic
chemnical (this includes cannabis) would hinder
personality maturation, especially during it5
Most formative stage in adolescence and eariy
youth, And there is growing evidence that this
,s so.

It is on these grounds that I have
come to consider the non-medical use Of
drugs, i ncluding cannabis, a ser ious
impedemnent to personaîity maturation and
developmcnt. And it seems likely, though nlo[
subject to proof, that the peculiar effects of
the illusogenic substances, such as caninabis,
would predispose the intelligcnt young user tW
retreat into that curious mixture of hedonisfll
and nihilism tfé prevalent today as J
philosophy of life.


